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History of human-caused earthquakes

Lake and reservoir impoundment: Hoover Dam and Lake Meade

Lake filling begins 1935

1st earthquakes felt 1936

Magnitude 5 occurs 1939

Thousands of quakes

recorded

Seismicity rate fluctuates

with water level



History of human-caused earthquaes

Injection of fluids into subsurface: Denver Rocky Mountain Arsenal

1962-1966: Army injects

165,000,000 gallons of

toxic waste into 3.6 km

deep well near Denver

Injection begins 

March 1962

1st earthquakes

April 1962

Injection stopped 1966

Geologist David Evans noticed that seismicity rate related to injection rate

Earthquakes continue, M5.3 August 1967; M5.2 November 1967



History of human-caused earthquakes

Humans sometimes do induce/trigger earthquakes

• Lake and reservoir impoundment

• Injecting waste fluids into deep wells

• Other fluid injection (waterflooding, geothermal, CO2)

• Extracting fluids (oil and natural gas production)

Induced: human activity changes stress

Triggered: human activity reduces friction on ‘stuck’
faults, releasing ‘natural’ tectonic stress 



More than 10,000 

active injection 

wells in Texas, some 

in use since 1930s

Earthquakes are 

rare, mostly small.

If injection was 

hugely dangerous, 

we would know…

Austin quake 1902

Spindletop 1901



Disclaimer:

with induced 

earthquakes,

100 per cent 

proof is never 

possible

Sometimes, science conclusively 

demonstrates results that aren’t 

immediately obvious:

The Earth is round, not flat.

Evolution, not divine creation, 

explains the origin of species.

Smoking increases the likelihood of 

lung cancer.

Human activities have a measurable 

effect on Earth’s climate.

Sometimes, human activities 

induce or “trigger” earthquakes.



• Some recent (probably) injection-triggered earthquakes

- Dallas-Fort Worth TX M3.3 October 2008 

- Guy AK  M4.7 February 2011

- Snyder TX (CO2) M4.4 September 2011 

- Youngstown OH M4.0 November 2011

- Timpson TX M4.8 May 2012

• “Probably” may be too strong

- Trinidad CO M5.3 August 2011

- Prague OK M5.7 November 2011

• Some recent (probably) extraction-triggered earthquakes

-Alice TX M3.9 April 2010

-Fashing TX M4.8 September 2011

• Phenomenon widespread geographically, but rare



DFW 2008

M 3.3



October 2008: Earthquakes felt by numerous residents of Dallas-Fort Worth

Largest: Magnitude M3.4

• Black triangles:  temporary    

seismograph stations installed after 

first quakes felt

• Red circles: locations of quakes 

as reported by U.S. Geological 

Survey

• Yellow square: 1-km square area 

where Nov-Dec aftershocks were 

located

• Note mapped fault from Texas 

tectonic map



Our preliminary locations on GoogleMap picture





• yellow triangles: Our locations for 

Nov-Dec 2008 quakes. Our preferred 

focal depths: 4.5±1.0 km.

• white-red symbols, producing wells

• blue squares: injection well permitted 

for disposal in Ellenberger 10,752-

13,729 ft (3.3-4.2 km). Disposal begins 

September 2008

• Additional analysis strongly suggests 

that USGS-reported quakes also 

occurred at or very near yellow triangle.

• NOT near “fracked” producing wells

DFW earthquakes, DFW airport, and RR Commission data 

Texas earthquakes: human-caused (?) and otherwise



Stratigraphy from Bowker, 2003, and poster by Republic Energy, 2005

Barnett
Marble Falls

Viola-Simpson

Ellenburger

Bend

Atoka, Penn

Cretaceous

General Stratigraphy and Barnett completion strategies,

Ft. Worth Basin

Metroplex

Diagrammatic figure; no scale



Barnett frac job in progress

From Devon Energy, 2006





Producing unconventional           PROCESS CAUSES EARTHQUAKES

gas resources requires…

never  very rarely  sometimes

• drilling wells XXX

• fracking wells XXX

• extraction of gas & fluids  XXX XXX

• injection for fluid disposal XXX

Cliff’s Note: 

Hydrofracturing almost never 

causes true earthquakes (M>1.5)

When Does Fluid Injection 

Induce Earthquakes?



Timpson 2012

MW 4.8



M4.8 earthquake

17 May 2012

Timpson TX

Previous quakes 

nearly unknown 

in area, and 

epicenter not 

close to 

significant 

producing fields



• Aftershocks occur along linear feature and depths are 1.7-4.5 km.

• Within 3 km of seismicity, high-volume injection wells injecting at 

1.8 km depth since late 2006.

• Note mapped fault

Circles: earthquakes

green: good locations

red: best locations

Triangles: stations

Squares: injection wells

Red line: mapped fault

Ellipse: highest shaking



• Aftershocks occur 

along linear feature and 

depths are 1.7-4.5 km.

• Within 3 km of 

seismicity, high-volume 

injection wells injecting 

at 1.8 km depth since 

late 2006.

• Note mapped fault

• Knowledge of depth, 

and precise locations 

ONLY possible because 

dense temporary 

network of seismographs 

installed



Features of the Timpson earthquakes

• Earthquakes began ~ 1 ½ years after injection commenced

• Injection wells relatively high-volume (> 100,000 BWPM)

• Earthquakes were within 2-3 km of wells

• Earthquakes occurred along previously known (?) fault

• Earthquake depths were at and below depth of injection

• Earthquakes (very probably) triggered. Evidence is similar and 

similarly strong for Dallas-Fort Worth quakes. 

• Several of these conclusions rely on data collected by 

(unfunded) dense local network.



Development favorable for:

• People desiring less reliance on 

foreign energy sources

• People desiring alternatives to

coal, nuclear power

• People favoring wind and solar, 

but wanting clean source 

of energy during 

development period

• People who own/produce gas

What should society do about unconventional gas?

Development & earthquakes:

• “Fracking” hasn’t caused 

earthquakes with M>3.8

• Tens of thousands of disposal

wells; most cause no 

quakes that disturb anyone

• “Injection-triggered quakes 

are small”
How True? Or, How False?

But:

• Injection-triggered quakes are 

poorly understood



Policy issues and possible regulation? If regulations are 

needed…

• Regulations should account for population and development. 

An M4.5 in an urban area could cause serious damage;

An M6.0 in some rural areas bothers almost no one

In some regions people aren’t bothered much by quakes;

In other regions people are very sensitive about them. 

• Regulators should know about uncertainties in earthquake 

location, an expense of operating seismographs….

routine USGS locations are often uncertain by 5-15 km.

• Small (M ~3.0) earthquakes cause little or no damage

and vast majority of induced earthquakes are small



Silver bullet = A simple result 

about injection-induced 

earthquakes that would make it 

straightforward to manage 

injection and avoid hazard



Silver bullet = A simple result 

about injection-induced 

earthquakes that would make it 

straightforward to manage 

injection and avoid hazard

Silver bullet not yet found…

Silver bullet may not be found..

X



Mechanics of induced/triggered 
earthquakes



Shear vs Tensile Failure

Monterey Formation, California

tensile

shear



Shear vs Tensile Failure

was this 
fault slip 
“quake-
worthy”

Monterey Formation, California

tensile

shear



Energy (N-m)
Mo=GAd

Richter Earthquake Magnitude
Mw = 2/3 (log Mo – 9.0)

Fault slip & earthquakes

slip (m)
Area 

(m^2) L, A (m)

Scalar Seismic 
Moment, Mo

(N-m)

Moment 
Magnitude 
Scale, Mw

0.008 0.7 0.8 3.37E+07 -1.0

0.026 7 2.6 1.06E+09 0.0

0.084 70 8.4 3.37E+10 1.0

0.265 700 26.5 1.06E+12 2.0

0.837 7000 83.7 3.37E+13 3.0

2.646 70000 264.6 1.06E+15 4.0

8.367 700000 836.7 3.37E+16 5.0

26.458 7000000 2645.7 1.06E+18 6.0



3 Principal Stresses in Earth

• Svert, Shmin and SHmax are 
mutually perpendicular

• relative magnitude of 
stresses depends on 
tectonics (nature of 
active faulting)

• when drilling, mud 
weight > Ppore and less 
then fracture gradient

from Bell et al. (1994) 
Basinhttp://www.ags.gov.ab.ca/publications/wcsb_atlas/a_ch29/ch_29.html



Andersonian Faulting Theory
Normal Faulting Stress Regime

vertical
cross-section

Shmin

Svert

Svert > SHmax > Shmin

• horizontal 
extension

• vertical 
shortening



Limits on Stress:  Shear Failure

(S1-Pp), 

axial

(S3-Pp), confining

y-intercept
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shear failure

shear 

stable

y      =     slope  *  x    +  y-intercept

slope



0.6 
psi/ft

0.7 
psi/ft

0.8 
psi/ft

Barnett Shale:  Injection Well 
Pressures

• target formation for 
produced water from Barnett 
is the Ellenburger Dolomite

• RRC controls rate and 
pressure conditions

• many wells show high 
pressures

• can induce seismicity below 
frac gradient

modified from Ficker (2012)



When Does Injection Cause Earthquakes

(S1-Pp)

(S3-Pp)

shear failure

shear stable

pore pressure 

loading path 

to failure

start at lower 

stress, same P but 

no failure

weaker 

rock

initial stress



Gaining a Perspective

• most informative to discuss magnitude of pressures 
and stresses as gradients

– information is independent of depth

– can be compared to “normal” values

• two useful numbers

– overburden (vertical stress) gradient, 1.0 psi/ft
(corresponds to density of 2.3 g/cc)

– normal pore pressure (gradient in a column of fresh 
water), 0.433 psi/ft (corresponds to density of 1.0 g/cc)

• quantify actual pore pressure and horizontal 
stresses relative to these gradients to estimate 
hazard



The End



Triggered

Air hockey table,

tilted with air off:

friction keeps puck

from sliding

Turn on air: 

friction reduced,

puck slides

Studies of crustal stress show fault surfaces everywhere

tend to be near failure, but friction prevents slipping.

Injected fluids push sides apart, reducing friction, allowing slip.

A Tale of Two Zobacks: 

It was the least of stress; it was the most of stress.
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